Organ Pipes working bee Aug 2011 Part 2
At the July working bee I noticed the legless lizard
enclosure looked collapsed and neglected. Emailed
Megan O’Shea about it, and she replied that she’s still
interested in using it so we arranged to meet there on
28 Aug and repair the fence, and while there check
the tiles arranged in lines across the grassland to
search for lizards.

Fence before we got to work
No Legless Lizards were found inside the enclosure

Fence propped up with old picnic table planks and
rewired
But one tile had a small Bluetongue under it

Megan secured the fence boundary by stuffing tile
shards down the outside of the fence tin.

Most of the open grassland tiles had ant nests beneath
(not on the lizard diet), but some had cockroaches
(yummy lizard food) or slugs and slaters

materials yard and find 16 cement tiles to place inside
the repaired fence next week and try to winkle out
some volunteers to help Megan with the monitoring –
I’m speaking to a student association group at Monash
on 6 Sept so will mention this project too
She returned the box of hair tubes she borrowed from
Robert. She also said one of her students, Hannah, had
done a check of the glider boxes and written up a
report and she’d send a copy along.

Megan has a copy of the data sheets with head-scale
photos that she and Katrina used and would like to
start up the project again. She brought our her record
sheet and found that about 8 lizards were found in
2009, including one not seen for 8 years, but no
lizards on the one visit last year.

The tiles and timber slices spread across the grassland
were hard to find as the growth this year has been
very great and the Cumbungi wake south of the leaky
tap made the search very difficult. Hayden told me
he’s hoping to get a contractor to remove it all next
month, just before he transfers to Macedon Ranges.
Megan wants to re-boot the lizard project with new
tiles, to be staked to make them easier to find, and all
painted with numbers – all the current ones are now
unreadable. The project started in 2001 so is now a
decade old. I agreed to visit a local used building

